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Alternative Healing Center of Self-Healing 

using a unique method, technology, and 

equipment to coordinate the work of all 

biochemical processes in the human body 

achieve good health naturally  

       

 

           BENEFITS OF HEALING PROCESS 
• Self-heal people (adult and children) from 

various illnesses: allergy, chronic disease, 
cardiovascular risk, diabetes, weight gain, 
cancer and other conditions; 

• Reduction of stress; 
• Immune system stimulation; 
• Mental and nervous problems; 
• Reduce chronic fatigue; 
• Deeper sleep; 
• Improved regulation and brain systems 

function; 
• Improve energy balance; 
• Specific to individual’s body 
• Healing without outside intervention. 
• Better quality of life 

 
20255 Sunset Ranch dr. 

Katy, TX 77449 
Telephone (281) 550-8213 

                 (832) 860-8681 
 www.houstonhealthrestorationcenter.com 
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 I have been frequently asked what is the unique of the technique used in our Healing Center. 

Center implements the methodology focusing on the human body’s potential for self-healing. 

Human body is the most perfect balanced system with opportunities to recognize even small 

deflection of norm and tries to regain the balance. We use special technique and equipment 

helping to boost the process of regeneration, rejuvenation and return to the previous healthiest 

condition of organism possible recorded and coded in the memory of the organism.  

The offered method is absolute renovation of healing process. We share the story of one of many patients 

who agreed to enclose his story in sake of saving other people in the way he was saved himself. 

My former classmate Vladimir resides in Stavropol region of Russia. He had life changing health 

deterioration and complication due to severe diabetes. Doctors gave him the verdict of both feet 

amputation as only option of treatment. He was not ready to lose both feet and become disable person. 

He was looking for second opinion and alternative medicine to avoid the amputation. He was extremely 

lucky to find Alternative Healing Center. It was located in Stavropol city. Here is Vladimir’s testimony: « I 

was referred to Alternative Healing center while I was having severe Diabetes complications, such 

as: diabetic feet and extirpate one toe from both feet. I could not walk without assistance, and the 

further surgery was planned. I needed to have up to 70 units of insulin. My dosage of daily used 

insulin has been decreased significantly from 70 to 30 units and feet amputation was not a threat 

anymore after a year of treatment in Alternative Healing Center.  I can walk with no aids. I am back 

to normal life. I have been using devices which I purchase in the Center regularly. It helps me to 

avoid serious health problems. I appreciate people of this Center which have given me a second 

chance to have healthy life”.  

Human body is very complicated system where 100 000 bio chemical processes happen in one minute at 

the same time. Organism saves the information inside. We cannot get out most of it due to selective 

memory. Body is being programed all the time. We use devises to reprogram and reset the programs. 

Human body can be compared to the computer which can record different programs and use it working. 

We make sure body works programmed for the health, rejuvenation of cells and regeneration of all body. 

 Various deviations in different bodily programs lead to infringement of bio-chemical balance, and it is 

name as illnesses. 

The unique devices developed by the team Lutsevich-Kuzmenok in Alternative Healing Center activate 

the organism to restore the bodily operating programs using its best healing and regenerating potential 

which is hard to get to without the devices. The treatment is a natural process, while no invasive methods 

or medicine are used but informational technologies. This is a reason there are no side-effects caused by 

medication. The treatment is intended for all age groups from new born to golden age group.  



We live in constantly changing world. Day is replaced by night, a cold - by a heat, torrential rains - a 

drought. Weather and a climate, conditions of a life and work, physical and mental loadings vary, we are 

attacked incessantly with hordes of microorganisms. Naturally protective functions of an organism try to 

resist to these stressful influences, but from time to time there is a failure and starts hurt. Reprogramming 

the negative information of illness to the positive information of health, rejuvenation and regeneration in 

human body is the main purpose of healing in our method of treatment.  

We use the special devices, Harmonizers; the main part of one is an Informational Bank of standard 

programs. Standard programs (information) are recorded in a crystal lattice of minerals using a special 

technique. The magnetic field is used as a carrier of the information. Correct geometrical figures assist to 

transfer the information for healing reprogramming. Correct geometrical figures create a uniform magnetic 

field in structure of a matter of space, such as: a pyramid. Harmonizer connects to the pyramid. During a 

healing session, the client receives information from device by interaction of his own magnetic field and a 

magnetic field inside of a pyramid or tube or other device. Body recognizes the existing deviations from 

standard, correcting it. Healing is activated. Process of healing occurs individually for each human.  

Correcting program is recorded on the rigid carrier (IRC). IRC is a thin plate of food tin. The information 

records in a crystal lattice of the fused tin, after cooling and hardening the plate fastens to a body. The 

correcting program from this carrier is read out and transferred to body with a current of a liquid (blood 

and lymph).  

That influences occur through Hypothalamus-hypophysis system. Hypothalamus is a small size of gland 

which located inside a brain and consists of nervous and endocrine cells. Hypothalamus realizes 

functions of communication of an organism with an external world, transfers of the information for 

management of inwardness through the Hypophysis and reception of a feedback an organism. In 

Hypothalamus there are all basic centers: a night dream, emotions, appetite, thermoregulation, intimate 

activity, immunity, etc., and also having the direct attitude to vegetative nervous system as a whole. 

Emotions are the feedback devices through which the energy body communicates with the conscious 

mind, just as physical pain is the feedback device through which the physical body communicates with 

the conscious mind about its states of being.  

Any disease starts with the energy body being out of balance. To find if body in energy balance or out we 

also provide a computer electro-punctual diagnostics. All methods electro-punctual diagnostics base on 

electro skin measurements of biologically active meridians points on hands and feet. Likely at all on 

hearing method R.Voll which is put in a basis electro-punctual diagnostics.  

The primary goal of electro-punctual diagnostics is finding a functional condition of the basic systems, 

organs and whole body. Measurements results are given in the form of Diagram, Tables of values, Color 

phantoms, the Text functional conclusions and digital parameters. Digital parameters reflect quantitative 

values in an estimation of a level of a functional condition of bodies: hypofunction (for example, 20 units)) 



or hyper function (90 units), average 40-60 units. Digital parameters express bodily dysfunction of the 

system at a significant difference between the right and left value in the given meridian. Device shows the 

dysfunction of system where one organ is in a condition hypofunction, and another, compensating its 

insufficiency, works with the raised loading – hyper function while 2 organs are tested (kidneys «R», lungs 

«P»).  

Diagram, Tables, Phantoms expand an opportunity in estimation and decoding of functional conditions of 

organs and systems. The increase of a functional condition of organ or systems (hyper function) is 

reflected in a corresponding segment diagram or the image of body in the phantom in red color, 

insignificant hyper function - pink or yellow. Downturn of a functional condition of organ or system 

(hypofunction) is reflected in dark blue color, and insignificant hypofunction – light blue. The parameters 

within the limits of norm are reflected by green color. 

It is interesting to note, that after the correcting information program is implemented to the body, 

parameters of functional condition change. These changes help to judge influence of healing procedure. 

It is essential to note as well, that the Individual Consciousness play the important role in healing 

process. The program of individual consciousness is responsible for emotional characteristics affecting 

the level of hormones. The Brain is material operative system of visualization and a place of temporary 

memory. The electromagnetic field is created by neural cells of a brain according to this program. 

External and internal influences (irritation) are shown by receptors of a physical body: nervous cells of a 

skin, tissue, organs and systems; cells of vision, hearing, sense of smell, taste also carry out response.   

Our ideas and emotions and thoughts affect our health. The individual consciousness is infinitely many-

sided and algorithm of its program is set up at a birth. The person is moved to operate the feelings, 

desires, needs and whims – emotions. Negative emotions affect the health. If it is not eliminated, the 

negative orientation affecting the health and life view is being transferred in the subsequent generations, 

passed over to the cell level and the molecule of DNA. Here to you and hereditary diseases. Self-

restoration hereditary infringements are complex process. 

Self-restoration (health improvement) is time consuming process. Self-healing process changes the 

organic tissues of an organism building reorganized structures. It might cause a delay, and instant 

replacement of information programs might not lead to instant healing. Reorganization in an organism 

might lead to discomfort in rare cases, inflammatory processes might occur, especially during remission 

of chronic disease or pathological process: the aggravation might happen. The aggravation is not a 

reason to stop the treatment but good sign indicating active healing process. It disappears shortly due to 

strengthening of the immune system which reject and illuminate these effects.  

Healing as the informational correction activates the whole complex of regenerative effects.  

Here the general results of process to Improvement: 



 Restoration of energy balance;  

 Improvement of  immune system and endocrinology systems; 

 Decrease  of stress, phobias and anxiety  level 

 Improvement of nervous system 

 Decrease in chronic insomnia and restoration of a night dream; 

 Improvement of a condition in case of chronic diseases,  allergy, craniological problems, 

diabetes, adiposity, oncology and etc. 

  Application of Energy Informational Technology is useful in case of any decreasing protective 

forces of an organism. Especially, it is useful for children with chronic bronchitis, pneumonias, 

infections, mental dysfunctions, such as: phobias, temper tantrums, anxiety, stress disorders 

and etc. 

The session of healing takes about one and a half hour and includes: 

 Computer scanning functional parameters of an organism,  

 Selection of the correcting program,  

 Record the correcting program on the rigid carrier (IRC). 

              In our center, for computer diagnostics, we use the device « KES-01 », developed by the 

Russian scientists. Diagnostics is being made on biologically active points of all 20 fingers along with the 

meridians and allows receiving an exact picture of health conditions of an organism in order to define a 

level of functional activity of systems, organs and all organisms as a whole.  

             The important stage of diagnostics is preparation. The best time for Diagnostics is morning while 

person is fasting since midnight. Least time after meal during THE DIAGNOSTIC is 1,5 hours after meal; 

it is RECCOMMENDED to empty a bladder and an intestines; it is not recommended for women during 

the period or 3 day after influences of radiations, alcohol, medical procedures, and etc.  Rings, watch and 

metal ornaments must be removed. The patient should not press; rub, often to touch a zone of 

measurement by a finger.   

               After carrying out of measurements results as it has been already told above, are represented in 

the form of the Diagram, Tables of values, Color phantoms, the Text functional conclusions and digital 

parameters. It is necessary to note, that though the received results reflect an energy condition, there is 

also to reveal pathology at a physical level. The important parameters of a condition are the digital 

settlement level of "Average value “. “ Average value” is a cumulative parameter of all bio-chemical 

processes in an organism - indirectly characterizes a condition of immune system, a degree of reserve 

opportunities of adaptation, a vitality on which background functions at the given person are carried out 

all.  

            THE DIAGNOSTIC IS A PART OF TREATMENT but client could have this service as separate 

treatment as needed. It gives incredible chance to reveal pathology at early stage. 



Next step in treatment is comparison of current bio-chemical processes to standard, and correcting it in 

case of deviation. Indisputable fact is that all the bio-chemical processes occurring in our organism are 

carried out under the certain program; work of all organs is interconnected and subordinated to the 

certain rhythm. All our illnesses are deviation of current processes in a body from an ideal (standard 

program). Scientists Anatoly Lutsevich and Dr Kuzmenok have developed special devices (Harmonizer) 

with standard program of correction These Harmonizers help body to become balanced. All information 

carried by magnetic field. Transfer is eased by the transporters, such as containers having regular 

geometrical shapes, such as: a pyramid or tube. There is an alignment of magnetic fields of the Earth that 

strengthens effect of transfer of the information in regular geometrical figures. Staying  inside a pyramid 

offers some certain dividends, such as: salutary influences on psycho-emotional and mental health, 

promotion and increase of immunity, improvement of  the blood structure , blood pressure normalization, 

headaches, accelerated healing processes after surgery, fracture bones, burns, wounds, and 

radiotherapy and chemotherapy, and etc. Positive orientation and good mood increase the effect of 

treatment. Appropriate music is used to help with good mood.  

The session of pyramid therapy as well as computer diagnostic is a part of a healing session, but client 

could have this service as separate treatment if need.  

Next step is record of new obtained information on the rigid carrier (IRC). The rigid carrier is a thin plate of 

food tin, can be with impregnations of copper and silver. Record is carried out in liquid phase. Then, after 

hardening, the rigid carrier (IRC) is attached to a body on 1.5-3см below the middle right collar bone by 

adhesive tape. The information from the carrier is read out and transferred to organism with a current of a 

liquid (blood and lymph). Healing process is starting 

Big role, in this improving treatment, play special devices – Harmonizers. A main part of all Harmonizers 

is the Information Module - the Block of memory (BM). It represents a set of crystals where standard 

information is recorded in inter-nuclear structures of a crystal lattice of these minerals by special 

technology.  

Harmonizer is connected to a transmitter, aluminum foil or special fabric with copper or silver garnished. 

The transmitter is imposed on the open parts of a body in a place with pain or other distortions. Modes of 

influence and duration of their application depend on complexity of infringement. The session lasts 60 

minutes. 2-4 sessions are needed in case of acute life threatening situations.  

 Water is an effective carrier of the information. Taking a shower or a feet bath, you receive both physical 

clarification and removal of emotional stress and negativity which is essential for clients’ sub-

consciousness. Water will deliver the necessary information to the organism.                                    

There is some of Harmonizer effects on a human body described below.  

 



Analgesics effect   

Many diseases are accompanied by pain. The mechanism of pain liquidation is the whole complex. One 

of its elements is a development of special substances removing a pain. Application of the device allows 

developing these substances, and it is recommended to treat pain of any origin (a trauma, inflammatory 

processes, etc.).  

Anti-inflammatory effect 

The treatment mobilizes protective forces of an organism for a struggle against viruses, bacteria and 

other activators causing an inflammation. The quantity of necessary cellular elements of the blood which 

is carrying out phagocytosis (gobbling special cells of activators of an infection) sharply increases; there 

is "washing away" from intercellular space and cells of toxins which are allocated with viruses and 

bacteria. Stimulating information leads to the activation of cellular and humoral immunity, than faster 

liquidation and removal from an organism of the reason of an inflammation is reached.  

Harmonizer is successfully used at local inflammatory processes (furunculous, carbuncle, maturate 

wounds and others), and various infectious diseases (sharp respiratory infections, flu, quinsy, 

inflammatory diseases of bronchial tubes, lungs, hearts, urogenital system, a virus hepatitis and others). 

Infringement of vascular systems 

 The device restores regulatory ability of vegetative nervous system, that leads to expansion of blood 

vessels affected by a spasm: arterial inflow, venous outflow and lymph flow. Application of the device is 

recommended at hypostases (including allergic), bruises, hemorrhages in soft tissue for their fast 

liquidation, and for serious diseases, such as:  a heart attack of a myocardium, infringement of brain 

blood circulation in ischemic illness of heart, an atherosclerosis, hypertonic illness, varicose expansion of 

veins, a thrombophlebitis and etc. Harmonizer helps to remove the spasm from muscles of blood vessels, 

also from smooth muscles (for example, a gullet, a stomach, a bilious bubble, an intestines, a uterus, a 

bladder, etc.), and also from skeletal muscles.  

Febrifugal effect 

Harmonizer is effectively used to decrease body heat. The treatment by Harmonizer decreasing the heat 

of a body favorably differs from dynamics of medicaments’ treatment as the temperature decreases 

smoothly, and an organism, especially cardiovascular system, has time to adapt for new conditions 

instead of rapid change caused by fever reducing pills shaking the organism and causing the adjustment 

problems. Medicaments decrease the temperature sharply (critically).  

        

 



   Anti-allergic effect 

Harmonizer helps to produce in human body special chemical cells and the biochemical substances 

reducing sensitivity to foodstuff and other allergens. It promotes successful application to any allergic 

diseases. 

Effect of normalization of a metabolism 

Harmonizer helps to normalization of a fatty, carbohydrate, aluminous and mineral metabolism.  

Effect of normalization of the hormonal status 

Harmonizer helps to normalize internal secretion of gland. Therefor it is recommended for the use in 

endocrinology practice, such as: diseases of a thyroid gland, diabetes both types, and other hormonal 

dysfunctions. 

Anti-virus and antibacterial effect 

Process of virus suppression of and bacterial infection are based on informational block of duplication 

programs and development of viruses and bacteria.  

Effect of destruction of stones in bilious ways and kidneys  

Harmonizer activates and boosts restoration of auto-regulatory processes in an organism, the normal 

biochemical structure of bile and urine, therefore the device with success is restored applying to bilious-

stone and urinary tract illnesses. 

Cosmetic effect 

Harmonizer normalizes the hormonal status, improves hemodynamics and tropism skin and its derivatives 

that allow correction of problem skin spots and make prevention of skin aging. 

        Healing time depends on complexity of infringements and age of the client. Average process of self-

healing takes time period from 12 till 16 months. We suggest monthly appointments in order to complete 

the treatment. More frequent visits make the treatment faster and more effective. We recommend using 

Harmonizers regularly. Harmonizers for home use may be purchased in our center as well. Clients should 

follow recommendations according to the instructions. 

All welcome to visit T&L Health Management Center. Appointments are scheduled on phone 832-860-

8681: no walk in treatments provided. Health is definitely # 1 priority for each person.  And our miraculous 

devices help to prevent and treat the widest spectrum of illnesses.  



We ae looking forward to help our clients living healthier and happier life using our devices to maintain the 

health and look and feel YOUNGER!  Our Center is unique in Houston, Texas rendering this service. Our 

satisfied clients share their positive results of healing and rejuvenation and restoration at our web site.  

Address of webpage: www.houstonhealthrestorationcenter.com  

 

Finally, we would like to bring to your attention words of the founder of this unique technique, Anatoly 

Lutsevich:” Illnesses don’t exist. There are only infringements of integrity of the bio-chemical program by 

the effects of any negative coded bodily information. However, any negative information causing these 

infringements can be cleansed out from an organism normalizing and balancing bio-chemical operating 

program for the ULTIMATE HEALING.” 
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